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I.    INTRODUCTION 

Continued interest on the part of the chemical laser community in the 

D.,-F? system and a considerable amount of new experimental data have 

justified an update of the chemical kinetics review prepared two years ago. 

In these reports,  part of a series prepared by the Chemical Kinetics Depart- 

ment of the Aerophysics Laboratory during the past five years,  the kinetics 

of hydrogen halide laser systems are reviewed [Cohen (1971,   1972,   1974); 

Kerber,   Cohen,  and Emanuel (1973); Cohen and Bott (1975,   1976a,   1976b)]. 

For the users' convenience,   each report is self-contained,   obviating recourse 

to the preceding reports.    However,   as additional information has become 

available,   or as interests have shifted slightly,   certain issues dealt with in 

earlier reports have not been covered again; to this extent,   the reports are 

not completely cumulative in content. 

The scope of this survey includes all reactions of interest in the D?-F? 

chemical laser system.    In addition,   some energy-transfer processes involv- 

ing other molecules are included because of the great interest in transfer 

laser systems involving the DF molecule. 

In this report,   all rate coefficients are entered in the form 

AT   exp(-E/RT),   even when theory or data suggest a slightly different tem- 

perature dependence.    JANAF (Joint Army,   Navy,   Air Force) data have been 

used for thermochemical quantities,   with the notation K    .   = k   /k,   used to 

express the equilibrium constant in terms of the rate coefficients.    Units of 

cubic centimeters,   moles,   seconds,  and calories are generally used through- 

out.    In the fitting of data with analytic expressions,   particular attention has 

been given to the 300 to 1000 K temperature range; higher temperatures are 

not of practical interest,   and lower temperatures are largely devoid of data. 

Extrapolation of the recommended rate coefficients outside this range should 

be carried out with caution. 

»..-.. mm 
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H.    RECOMBINATION-DISSOCIATION REACTIONS 

A.        p^ 

The recombination /dissociation of deuterium was studied by three 

groups under shock-tube conditions.    Jacobs,   Giedt,   and Cohen (1968),   who 

summarized the results of two earlier  studies,   obtained for 

kf^io'V1, 

ID + M—D^ + M 

<f = 20 kfr,   and kf 2 

(1) 

1.75 k Ar 
1 

Ar This value of k.      is  1.4 times larger than that of Rink (1962) and approxi- 
D? mately 1. 3 times larger than that of Sutton (1962).    The value of k. s is larger 

than the results of Rink and Sutton by factors of 1. 75 and approximately 3, 

respectively, and k.   is almost 2.9 times larger than Rink's value.    Sutton's 

value for k.   agreed with that of Jacobs et al.  at about 3500 K but had a con- 

siderably larger temperature coefficient. 

Both Sutton and Rink used densitometry to monitor the course of the 

reaction; Jacobs,   Giedt,  and Cohen nsed the infrared emission from DC1 as 

a tracer.    More recently,  Appel and Appleton (1974) studied D? dissociation 

in the presence of Ar by the more direct technique of atomic resonance ab- 

sorption spectrophotometry.     Over the  1800 to 4000 K temperature range, 
Ar 14 they obtained a dissociation rate coefficient k   ,   = 1.45 X 10       exp(-93,000/ 

3 
RT) cm   /mol-sec.    From this value and the equilibrium constant,   a value 

of 3 X 1011 T°'53exp(l5, 000/RT) cm°/molZ-sec can be calculated for k^r 

over that temperature range.    This is within 25% of the value of Jacobs, 

Giedt,   and Cohen at 3000 K but is significantly larger at 1000 K.    Because of 

the larger temperature dependence of the expression,   it does not seem 

reasonable to extrapolate to temperatures below the range of experimental 

conditions. 

iitarln 
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The uncertainties in these high-temperature rate coefficients are 

probably   on   the   order  of   50%  or   more;   on   the   other   hand,    in   the   single 

recent low-temperature study of k.      by Trainor,   Ham,   and Kaufman (1973), 

the   quoted   experimental   uncertainty   is   less   than   10%.      These latter 

workers obtained k^2 =   1017T"°'67 from data at 77 and 298  K.    This extrapo- 
14 lates to a value of 4.7  v.  10       at. 3000 K,   which is 0.8 times the shock-tube 

result of Jacobs et al.  and within their experimental error.    Therefore,   the 
D2 k       value of Trainor et al.   seems reliable at both high and low temperatures. 

D 1 5   88 
An early  room-temperature value of k.        ?0     '        was obtained by Amdur 

1 

(19 3 5); this is an order of magnitude smaller than the extrapolated results of 
_1 

Jacobs,   Giedt,   and Cohen if the T       temperature dependence is assumed 

valid down to 300 K.    However,   Amdur's result for H + H + H recombination 

is smaller than more reliable recent results by a factor of more than 2; it is 

possible,   therefore,   that a remeasurement at room temperature would prove 

Amdur's  result for the D + D + D   rate  to   be   on  the  low  side   as  well. 

Nevertheless,   it does seem possible that T       is too strong a temperature 

dependence for k.   at lower temperatures than the shock-tube results,   and, 

since lower temperatures are of greater interest,   the single room-temperature 

measurement should be taken into account.    Therefore,   we  suggest a rate 

coefficient of k.   =  3 x 10     T ,   which agrees with the shock-tube results 

of Jacobs,   Giedt,   and Cohen at the midpoint of their temperature  range 

(4000 K) and is about three times larger than Amdur's room-temperature 

measurement.    This evaluation is tentative,   however,   and it is clear that a 
D? better room-temperature measurement is needed.    Other results for k. 
1 

have been summarized by Baulch et al.   (1972). 

B. F? 

The dissociation-recombination of fluorine was reviewed in some detail 

in the most recent report in this series (Cohen and Bott,   1976b); therefore, 

we will not reopen the subject here but simply note the conclusion of that 

review,   namely,   that the best current value for the dissociation rate coeffi- 
Ar cient of fluorine in argon,   k? 

.www 
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F2+Ar ZF + Ar 

is k^"r =  10 exp(-35, 100/RT).    Efficiencies of other chaperones,   none of 

which has been reliably measured experimentally,   are assumed to be 

k^r:kJ2:k^F:kp:k^Jcf = 1:1:1:2.7:3:10 

C. DF 

The dissociation rate coefficient of DF has not been reported.    Shock- 

tube measurements were recently made in this laboratory by Bott,   but the 

data have not yet been fully analyzed.    It seems reasonable to assume the 

same rate as that for HF,   except for a slight increased activation energy 

corresponding to the increased bond dissociation energy of DF  relative to HF, 

i.e.,   k^r =   10I9-05T"1exp(-Do/RT),   where reaction (3) is 

DF + M —D + F + M (3) 

and D    is taken to be 137.13 kcal/mol.    Following our arguments in the HF 
, DF      ,D      ,F      r1Ar        , 0 ., .       , ., case,   we assume k,      = k_   = k_   = 5 k,     and that other species have the same 

efficiency as Ar. 

-9- 
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III.    METATHESIS REACTIONS 

A. F_i_Dz 

Several studies of the metathesis  reaction have been reported in the 

past five years.    In all cases,   the reaction rate was determined relative to 

some other fluorine atom reaction — either the isotopic  reaction with H-, or 

fluorination of a hydrocarbon or fluorocarbon.    Because of the emphasis on 

the H./D, relative rates,   a final determination of the best value for k. 

F t D DF + D (4! 

depends on the value for the F + H.  rate coefficient,   which,   as suggested by 

Cohen and Bott (1976b),   is itself still subject to some uncertainty. 

Kapralova,   Margolin,   and Chaikin (1970) studied the competitive fluori- 

nation of H, and D? in spherical flasks at 77,   173,   and 293 K.     The HF and 

DF formed were analyzed by subjecting the mixture to a high-frequency dis- 

charge,   then using EPR to assay the relative H and D atom concentrations. 

The rate coefficient ratio for F + H./F + D? was quoted as (1.48 ± 0. ZZ) 

exp(-45 i  30)/RT.    However,  when the data of Kapralova et al.   are exam- 

ined,   it is seen that the calculated rate coefficient ratio for the three tem- 

peratures does not lie on a straight line on a log k versus   1/T plot.    The 

data at 293 and 77 K give an Arrhenius activation energy difference of -45 

cal/mol,   rather than the quoted value of +45.    The data at 293 and 173 K, 

however,   give a relative activation energy of -146 cal/mol,   and the results 

at  173 and 77 K are nearly the same within the experimental scatter.    This 

negative relative activation energy is contrary to all of the other findings. 

Therefore,   both sets of low-temperature data are suspect and should per- 

haps  be ignored in an overall assessment of the best value for k^. 

Berry (1973) has reported relative rate coefficients for pairs of 

reactions,   F + HD/H   ,   F + HD-HF/DF,   and F + HD/D  ,   obtained by 

11 
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measuring the  relative gain coefficients of individual transitions in HF/DF 

lasers.    From the three  rate coefficient ratios for the above sets of reactions, 

one can calculate the ratio of kp+Hi/kF+D? at room temperature to be 1.84. 

In order to deduce the various  ratios,   however,   Berry must make use of the 

relative vibrational distributions of the various metathesis reactions involved. 

These numbers are determined as part of the same study.    In the case of 

F + II, and F a   D-,,   Berry's results can be compared to the distribution num- 

bers obtained by others [see Cohen and Bott (1976b) for a discussion of F + H-,; 

see below for F   r D    distribution numbers],   and the numbers are found to be 

slightly different.    In the case of F + HD~*DF/HF,  however,  there are no 

other data.    If the available corrections are made,   then the calculated ratio 

of 1.84 becomes  1.6.    All of Berry's experiments were conducted at room 

temperature. 

In two independent experiments,   radiofluorine formed in the nuclear 

reaction      F(n, Zn)     F was moderated to thermal velocities by buffer gas, 

then allowed to react with various hydrogenous compounds in pairs — the 

relative formation rates being determined by radioassay of the product 

molecules.    In the experiments of Williams and Rowland (1973),   the F + D? 

and F + H,  reactions were  studied in competition with the F + C-,H2 reaction. 

HF and DF yields were inferred from the diminution in the CH^CHF yield, 

which was determined by radiogas chromatography.    From the ratio of the 

H,/C,H-, and the D^/C.H-, results,   one can calculate the rate coefficient 

ratio for F + H , /F + D-, to be approximately 1.8 ± 0.6 at room temperature. 

Grant and Root (1974) studied the competition in D?/C,F, and H2/C,F6 mix- 

tures over the 303 to 47 5 K   temperature   range.    From   their   results,   they 

calculated the Arrhenius expression for the ratio of the H->/D? fluorination 

reactionstobed.il   i 0. 05) expf(356 ± 26)/RT],   which yields a room tem- 

perature ratio of Z.O. 

Igoshin,   Kulakov,   and Nikitin (1974) used computer modeling of the 

shape of a chemical laser output pulse to determine the best values for the 

F + H, and F + D? rate coefficients in an HF and a DF laser,   respectively. 

12- 



13 For the two rate coefficients,   they obtained 9-3  x 10     exp(- 1080/RT) and 
1 3 5.9 X 10     exp(-790/RT),   respectively,   the ratio of which is  1.6 exp(-290 ± 

350/RT) or 0.98 at   300 K.    Their measurements were made at 195 and 294 K. 

The accuracy of these results must depend,   to some extent,   on the reliability 

of the other rate coefficients used,  and these are not amenable to comment 

because the paper provided insufficient detail. 

Persky (1973) studied the competition between H    and D, for F atoms 

directly in a flow tube in which the F atoms were generated by passing SF/ 

or CF. through a microwave discharge.    HF and DF yields were measured 

by a quadrupole mass spectrometer.    In the presence of large excesses of 

H2 and D?, the kinetics can be described simply by the competition between 

the two processes of interest,   and all that is required for the analysis is a 

knowledge of the relative flow rates of H? and D? and of the relative peak 

heights of m/e = 20 and m/e =  21.    Over the   163   tc   417 K   temperature 

range,   Persky found that the rate coefficient ratio kp+p^/kF+D? ~ (1«04 ± 

0.02) exp(370 ± 10/RT).    The room temperature ratio is 1.91  ±0.08. 

Foon,   Reid,   and Tait (1972),   as part of an extended series of studies 

of fluorination reactions,   measured the relative rate coefficients ^-Y+CHA^ 

kF+D2 and kF+C2H6/kF+D2 at 183 to 358 K and 273 to 356 K, respectively.   The 

rate coefficients for reaction of the ethane and methane had previously been 

determined by similar competitive techniques relative to higher hydrocarbons. 

Absolute values were assigned on the assumption of zero activation energy 
13        3 for reaction with   C,H„   or  n-C.H.^ and a value of 1  x 10       cm   /mol-sec for 

the Arrhenius A factor for C?H/.    This latter value,  however,   was originally 
meant to be the assumed A factor per H atom; therefore,   a better value for 

13 the A factor would be 6 x 10     .    [More recently,   Truhlar (1972) and Mucker- 

man and Newton (1972) advanced theoretical arguments that 6x10      is too 

large by a factor of 2 to 3. ]   From this latter value,  kp+r>-, is calculated to 
14 

be 2 x 10      exp(-2600/RT).    From the value for kp+H? previously determined 

by Foon and Reid (1971),   one obtains a rate coefficient ratio kp+pj?/kp+£>, = 

(1. 5 ± 0.4) exp(130/RT),  or 1.87 at 300 K. 

13- 



Several theoretical investigations of the F + D, reactions have been 

published; the most extensive is that of Wilkins (1973a,   1974a).    Using three- 

dimensional Monte Carlo-selected trajectory calculations over an assumed 

LEPS potential energy surface,   Wilkins determined not only the overall rate 

coefficient for the metathesis reaction but also the vibrational level distribu- 

tion of the product DF molecules.    From Wilkins' tabulated data,   one calcu- 

lates an expression of 1.57  x 10     T~ exp(-2026/RT) for kp+j}, over the 

$00 to 800 K   temperature   range.     Combining  this   with  the   expression 

Wilkins (1972) previously calculated for kp+|_j-,,   one obtains,   for the rate 

coefficient ratio kF+H   /kp+D2,  a value of 2.4 ± 0. 3 at T =  300 to 800 K,  with 

a room-temperature value of 2.3-    Muckerman (1971) found the room- 

temperature  ratio to be  1.2 1 0.2; Jaffe and Anderson (1971,   lc72) calculated 
kF+Dz =   1013'8 exp(-2160/RT). 

The various results are tabulated in Table 1.     Ln the   300   to   400   K 

temperature range,   good agreement is found in the results of Foon,   Reid, 

and Tdte,   Williams and Rowland,   Persky,   and Grani; and Root.    At 200 K, 

the results of Foon,   Reid,   and Tate give a considerably smaller value for the 

rate coefficient ratio (2.08) than do the results of Persky (2.64) or Grant and 

Root (2.72); however,   there is an experimental uncertainty of at least   ±15% 

in the   value   of  k£j_j ./krj   .     The   number   of  Foon,   Reid,   and   Tate,   there- 

fore,   could   easily   be   as   large   as   2.4.     Thus,  when  all  the   data  are   con- 

sidered and weighed,   the close agreement between Persky and Grant and Root 

strongly suggests a rate coefficient ratio of kp+H?/kp+£)? =  [(1.1  ± 0.05) 

exp(360 i 20)/RT].    Cohen and Bott (1976b) argued that the best room- 
13 3 temperature value for kp+j-j, is  1.5  + 0.5 x 10      cm   /mol-sec.    Only one 

study (Homann et al. ,   1970) was performed over a sufficient temperature 

range to make possible a determination of the activation energy,   and that 
13 study yielded a value of 1. 6 kcal/mol and a value at 300 K of 1   x 10     .    There- 

fore,   to be consistent with the recommendation of Cohen and Bott (1976b) for 
14 the results of Homann et al.   (1970) for kp+pj?,   one should choose  1.5 x 10 

3 exp(-1960/RT) cm   /mol-sec for the expression for kp+j-j?. 

14- 
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Table 1.    kFtH2/kF+Di 

Temperature, 
K 

(1.11 ± 0.05) exp[(356 ± 26)/RT] 303-47 b 

(1.04 ± 0.02) exp[(?70 ± 10)/RT] 163-417 

1.75 ±  0.4 300  ? 

(2.1 ± 0.4) exp[(-45 ± 50)/RT]a 77-293 

(1.5 ± 0.4) exp[(130 ± 300)/RT] 210-350 

1.6 exp[(-290 ± 350)/RT] i95-294 

Ref. 

Grant and Root (1974) 

Persky (1973) 

Williams and Rowland 
(1973) 

Kapralova,   Margolin, 
and Chaikin (19 70) 

Foon, Reid, and Tait 
(1972) 

Igoshin,   Kulakov,   and 
Nikitin (1974) 

aThe expression given is the best fit for the data and differs from the 
expression the authors quote,   which is (1.48 • 0.22) exp[(45 • 30)/RT], 

In Table 2 are shown the  results of studies (six experimental and one 

theoretical) of the product distribution of the vibrationally excited DF formed 

in the F + D-, reaction.    The molecular beam experimental measurements of 

Schafer et al.   (1970) are for backscattering only (at 547 K) and are incon- 

sistent with the other data (unless the relative rate coefficients have very 

different temperature dependencies).    The four remaining measurements 

are in approximate agreement,   although it is apparent that a more careful 

remeasurement would be of some value.    The most recent results of Perry 

and Polanyi (1976) seem to be the most reliable at this time,   and we recom- 

mend them here.    These data should be corrected for the revision in Einstein 

coefficients discussed by Herbelin and  Emanuel (1974),   but the numerical 

change is very slight (within experimental uncertainty),   and the results tabu- 

lated in Table 2 are uncorrected.    According to the results of Perry and 

Polanyi,   at room temperature,   75% of the available energy goes  into vibra- 

tional and rotational energy of the product molecules.    This is almost iden- 

tical to the corresponding value for the F + H?  reaction. 

-15. 
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Only recently has the question of the temperature dependence of the 

relative distribution numbers been satisfactorily answered by experimental 

data.    The Monte Carlo calculations of Wilkins (1974) indicated that the 

ratios of pumping rates of v = 2,   3,   and 4 were only slightly temperature- 

dependent,   as can be calculated from Wilkins' three-paTameter rate coeffi- 

cients.    These were derived from a least-squares fit through Wilkins1 data 

derived from classical trajectory analysis: 

K,     ^= 1015-°V0'66exp<-i69O/RT) 
4(v=4) 

k.,     ,, = 1015'5T"°-76 exp(-1730/RT) 4(v=3) r 

k4(v = 2) = iOl6'33T_1- 1? exp(-2250/RT) 

The latter two expressions yield a ratio of k..     ,./k,.     _. of approximately 

4 at 500 K,   increasing to about 10 at 200 K. 

Coombe and Pimentel (1973),   using chemical laser equal gain measure- 

ments,   found a value of approximately 2. 7 for k„,     ov/k. .      -,. at 567 K,   which KK ' 4(v=3)     4(v=2) 
decreased to slightly more than unity at 153 K.    More recently,   Perry and 

Polanyi (1976),   using what should be a more reliable technique,   measured 

the relative distribution of product vibrational states over the  280 to 1130 K 

temperature range.    They found the relative distribution to be even less 

temperature-sensitive than predicted by Wilkins' theoretical calculations, 

with k„ .     ,./k.,      ->, decreasing from 2. 0 at 300 K to 1.7 at 11 30 K.   Their ratio 4(v=3)     4(v=2) ° 
of k.,   _4i/k4,   _,> was nearly constant at 1.7,  in good agreement with Wilkins' 

calculations.    The reason for the discrepancy between theory and experiment 

in the case of k..   _,./k..   _?. is not obvious,   but at present we prefer the 

experimental results.    If we utilize the results of Perry and Polanyi at 300 

and 1130 K,   and assume that the temperature dependence of the relative 

product distribution numbers can be expressed in the form of T   ,  we can 

calculate   values   of  n   =  0,   0,   -0.01,   and   -0.01   for   v = 1,   2,   3,   and 4, 
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.14 
respectively.    These,   combined with the assumed value of 1 • 5 x 1 0 

exp(-1960/RT) for the overall value of k. given above,   yield the following 

expressions for k. .   .: v 4(v) 

k..     .. = 0. 10 X 1014T° exp(-1960/RT) cm3/mol-sec 4(v=l) r 

k.,     ,, = 0. 35 X 1014T° exp(-1960/RT) cm3/mol-sec 
4(v=2) r 

k4 =  1. 2 X 1014T"°" ! exp(-1960/RT) cm3/mol-seo 

k4(v = 4) = °* 7 X 1C)14T
"
0

" 
1 exp(-1960/RT) cm3/mol-sec 

It is assumed that no DF product molecules are formed directly in the 0th 

vibrational level,   although Perry and Polanyi did report a value for Oth-level 

production based on an extrapolation of their data for the higher vibrational lev- 

els.   In any case, the fraction of DF formed in v = 0 is very small,   if not zero; 

any errors arising from this assumption,   therefore,   are sure to be negligible. 

B. D + F- 

There have been no experimental studies of the overall rate coefficient 

for the pumping reaction 

D + F. DF + F (5) 

In a Monte Carlo trajectory study,  Wilkins (1973b) reported a value of 

k- = 1015*4   T"0, 55 exp(-2840/RT) between 200 and 1000 K or approximately 
13   83 

10     '       exp(-2460/RT) between 200 and 500 K.    A comparison of other pairs 

of reactions of II and D atoms with the same reagent leads one to expect the 

activation energy for kc- to be a few hundred calories smaller than that for 

^H+F?*    However,   Wilkins' calculated H + F, rate coefficient in the same 

paper is in excellent agreement with the best available experimental results 

for that reaction,   so the calculated D + F, rate will be accepted until direct 

experimental data are available. 
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No experimental data on the pumping distribution of reaction 5 are 

available.    Kerber,   Cohen,  and Emanuel (1973) arrived at a set of distribution 

numbers by comparison with the analogous H + F-, reaction.    This is a rea- 

sonable approach in the absence of experimental data.    Using such a compari- 

son to the above H + F? pumping distribution measured by Polanyi and Sloan 

(19?2) and recomputed with the Einstein coefficients of Herbelin and Emanuel 

(1974),  we obtain values for g5(5) g5(9) of 0. 10:0. 19:0.29:0.38:0.04. 

Wilki.is1 theoretical trajectory calculations indicate that onlv v = 5. . . .9 in 

the product DF molecules are formed.    His temperature-dependent rate 

coefficients evaluated over the 200 to 1000 K temperature range are 

k5(5) = 10
14-4T-°-43 exp(-2830/RT) 

k5(6) = 10
i4*1T"0,37 exp(-2770/RT) 

k   (7) = 1015,0T"0, 54 exp(-3l60/RT) 

k  (8) = 10
15-4T-°-74 exp^2750/RT) 

k   (9) = 10
17-0T_1-32 exp(-4570/RT) 

These results give room-temperature distribution values of approximately 

k5(5). . . .k5(9) = 0.2:0. 15:0.23:0. 39:0.02,  which are in reasonable agree- 

ment with the values derived from the comparison with the H + F? distribu- 

tions.     It is possible to fit all of the theoretical values obtained by Wilkins 

with reasonable accuracy (within a factor of 2) by the same temperature de- 

pendence,  namely,  k5(v) = 6. 2 X 10      g(v) exp(-2500/RT) cm^/mol-sec, 

where g(5) =0.2,  g(6) = 0. 16,  g(7) = 0. 22,  g(8) = 0. 4,  and g(9) = 0. 02.    For 

ease of computation,  these latter values are recommended in the Appendix. 

•19- 
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IV.    ENERGY TRANSFER PROCESSES 

A. VIBRATIONAL-TRANSLATIONAL (ROTATIONAL) ENERGY 

TRANSFER INVOLVING DF 

Vibrational energy transfer studies involving DF,   though extensive, 

have lagged behind HF studies to some extent.    Therefore,  although we dis- 

cuss here only results directly involving DF,   additional insights can some- 

times be gained by examination of the relevant HF data.    We have not 

attempted a critical evaluation of the theoretical calculations that have been 

published.    In the cases where experimental evidence seems so firm as to 

leave little room for doubt,   theoretical predictions have been ignored.    Theo- 

retical results are discussed only where experimental data are insufficient 

or completely lacking. 

Most experimental investigations result in the measurerr   nt of a relaxa- 

tion time T at a given pressure p and temperature T.    In order to convert this 
3 relaxation time to a rate coefficient k in units of cm   /mol-sec,   certain as- 

sumptions concerning the nature of the relaxation process must be made.    Ac- 

cording to the harmonic oscillator model 

RT RT 
k(l,0) -k(0,l)   "   k(1(0)U   - exp(-AE/RT)j 

where k, is the rate coefficient for the deactivation of the  v = 1 level to (1,0) « 
v = 0,  k._        the rate coefficient for the backward reaction,  AE the exo- 

thermicity of the reaction,  and R the universal gas  constant. 

In the following paragraphs,  different chaperones are treated,  and an 

analytical expression has been fitted to the results of each experimental 

study where the deactivation reactions were studied over a range of tem- 

peratures.    Generally,  these expressions fit the data with an accuracy of 

10% to 15%.    Most of the results are summarized in Table 3 and Figs.   1 

through 9- 
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i. SELF-DEACTIVATION OF DF 

Data on DF self-relaxation have been accumulated by several independent 

workers,   permitting considerable reliance to be placed on the rate coefficient 

for the process 

DF(1) + DF^DF(O) + DF (6) 

over the temperature range of ZOO to almost 5000 K.    The data are shown in 

Fig.   1; the rate coefficient k,  reaches a minimum at approximately 800 K, 
-1.3 2.3? 

with a temperature dependence of T at low temperatures and T at 

high temperatures.    Throughout the temperature range,   the data are fitted 
., ii v    A •       i       m14-9•-1.3   .   _4.05^2.37        3 reasonably well by the expression k = 10 T + 10' cm 7 

mol-sec. 

The behavior of the higher vibrational levels are of some interest,   but 

no direct data,   either experimental or theoretical,   have been reported for 

any other processes of the form 

DF(v) + DF(v')^DF(v-Av) + DF(v') 

Therefore,   estimates for the variation of kz .        ., with v,   v1,   and Av are 6(v. v') 
best made by comparison with the HF system.    However,   this recourse is 

far from ideal,   since there is  still considerable uncertainty over the HF self- 

deactivation rate coefficients [Cohen and Bott (1976a,   1976b)].    One fact 

seems clear at present:   early estimates of V-T,   R rate coefficients based 

on the assumption of the harmonic-oscillator-like behavior of HF (and,   there- 

fore,   presumably,   DF) are almost certainly unrealistic,   leading to the expec- 

tation of a smaller v-dependence of the rate coefficients for V-T deactivation 

than now seems to be the case.     Part of the problem stems from the difficulty 

of separating V-V from V-T,   R effects in the relaxation of vibrational   levels 

above v =  1.    Currently,   the best estimate for the V-T,   R rate coefficients 

for HF self-deactivation indicates that they scale with v as  1:6:12:20:35:60 for 

-23- 
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v = 1,   2,   3,   4,   5,  6.     These   numbers   were   estimated   indirectly   from 

experimental data,  with the assumption that only single-quantum transitions 

take place.    However,  this assumption may also be violated,   in which case, 

the above numbers would represent the total relative deactivation rates from 

each indicated vibrational level,  with the product HF molecules distributed 

over all the vibrational levels below the initial level.    In the case of DF,  it 

seems best to assume single quantum transitions only and to scale the rate 

coefficients with v in the same manner as is done in the HF case.    It should 

be  recalled,  however,   that there is considerable uncertainty in this area at 

present.    We also assume,   for the present,   that the temperature dependence 

of the relaxation rate   coefficients   for   all the levels is the same as for the 

v =  1 level.    Although this may be reasonable at high temperatures,   it is 

likely to be incorrect at low temperatures,   at which the vibrationa"  energy 

can significantly perturb the intermolecular attractive forces (including 

hydrogen bonding) that are responsible for the collision and energy transfer 

mechanisms. 

Theoretical calculations have been reported by Berend and Thommarson 

(1973) and are currently under way by Wilkins (private communication). 

2. Ar AND He 

The vibrational relaxation of DF in the presence of Ar was examined 

in three separate laboratories.    The work covering the widest temperature 

range (1000 to 4600 K) was performed in a shock tube by Bott (1975); his work 

agrees well with,   but expands upon,   the earlier study of Bott and Cohen 

(1973a).    Bott's   results   can  be   expressed within   10%   below   3000  K  by 
A r 5    4   3 3 

the simple expression k,      =7X10     T   '     cm   /mol-sec.    Hinchen (1973a) 

attempted a room-temperature measurement of the relaxation process but 
8        3 

could obtain only an upper limit of 6 X 10    cm   /mol-sec.    This lies above 

the extrapolated values of Bott.   Blauer,   Solomon,   and Owens  (1972) were 

unable to detect any measurable contribution to DF relaxation in DF-Ar mix- 

tures attributable to the Ar.    Bott also reported values for DF relaxation by 
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He in the 1000 to 4000 K temperature range. His results are expressed by 

k,S = 4 X 10"°T ' cm /mol-sec, which is slightly higher than k^ r at the 

lower temperatures.    A similar shock-tube study was reported by Vasil'ev, 

Makarov,   and Papin (1975).    They obtained a relaxation time described by 
1/3 PT = 0. 0019 exp(101. 5/T        ) |j.sec-atm,  which corresponds closely to an 

2. 75 expression for the relaxation rate coefficient of k =  17.2 T .    Results 

are shown in Fig.   2. 

3. D AND H ATOMS 

Heidner and Bott (1975) studied the vibrational relaxation of HF and DF 

in the first vibrational level by H and D atoms (four combinations in all) at 

room temperature.    Atoms were generated by passing He-H-, or He-D-> 

through a 2450-MHz microwave discharge in a low-velocity (300  cm/sec) 

flow system.    An HF(DF) laser was used to excite the HF(DF) into the first 

vibrational level,   and the rate of relaxation in the presence and absence of 

atomic species was monitored by observing the decay of the laser-induced 

fluorescence. 

With the microwave turned off,   the decay was due to the H?(D,); with 

the discharge turned on,   the altered decay rate was due to the presence of 

atomic species (increased decay rate) and smaller molecular species 

(decreased decay rate).    In principle,  then,  one can observe either a faster 

or a slower decay when the microwave is tu-ned on,  depending on the relative 

concentration ratio of D,:D and the relative relaxation rates.    In the case of 

DF in the presence of D atoms,   the best value for the relaxation rate coeffi- 

cient k,   for the process 

DF(1) + D~ DF(0) + D 

10        3 was (-1 J#9) X 10      cm   /mol-sec, where the above process includes both 

reactive (i.e.,   F-atom transfer) and nonreactive deactivation.    This value, 

although possibly as large as 1  x 10     , indicates that the DF + D rate coeffi- 

cient is somewhat smaller than the HF + H rate coefficient,   measured in the 
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11 3 same apparatus to be (1.4 ± 0.04) X 10       cm   /mol-sec.    This pronounced 

isotope effect was anticipated,   to some extent,   by trajectory calculations by 

Wilkins (1975), who found that,   at room temperature,   k /k   „       = 3.8. 
tir +ri      JJE +JJ 

On the other hand, Thompson (1972) found k_._,,„ to be slightly larger than 

k„_  „ at 1000 K,  with temperature profiles indicating the same relationship 

at 300 K.    The experimental results indicate that D atoms are considerably 

less  significant as a deactivating species in a DF laser than H atoms are in 

an HF laser.   The important questions of how the rates scale with v or T have 

not yet been addressed experimentally.    Until they are,  we use the theoreti- 

cal results of Wilkins (1974c) to scale the rate coefficients.    Wilkins' results 

indicate that all k, ,       ., can be fitted within a factor of 2 by k       .  = 10 o(v,v') '     v,v' 
exp(-2000/RT) cm^/mol-sec.    We reduce his value for v= 1, v' = 0 by a 

factor of 20 to give agreement with the experimental value of Heidner and 

Bottfork°lj0). 

In the same paper,   Heidner and Bott reported the relaxation rate 

coefficient k,   of DF by H atoms to be (6.7* 1.8) x 10      cm   /mol-sec,   or 

about 0.5 times the HF+H rate coefficient.    Wilkins calculated the ratio of 

k /kjjp  „ to be approximately 0.3 at room temperature. 

4. F AND F2 

Quigley and Wolga (1975) studied the deactivation of both HF(1) and 

DF(1) by F atoms at 300 K by the laser-induced fluorescence method.    They 
F 113 found k^  to be (4 ±   0.7) x 10       cm   /mol-sec,   which was approximately 2.3 

times larger than the relaxation rate of HF(1! ^y F atoms.    In these experi- 

ments,   the complication of correcting for the effects of the parent homo- 

nuclear diatomic is minimal,   since the deactivation rate of DF by F? is 
F? 8        3 negligible.    Quigley and Wolga measured k, c to be <5 X 10    cm   /mol-sec. 

An even smaller upper limit has been reported for the deactivation of HF(1) 

by F^ [Fried,   Wilson,   and Taylor (1973)]. 
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Two high-temperature shock-tube studies have also been reported. 

Blauer and Solomon (1973) studied the reaction over the  1564 to 3385 K 

temperature range by shock  heating mixtures of 3.6% DF and either 0. 8% 

or 1.9% F   .   The F    dissociation rate is rapid compared with DF vibrational 

relaxation at these temperatures; thus,   F atoms are the principal chap- 

erone once corrections have been made for the DF itself and the inert diluent, 

•r.    They found k/       to increase with temperature,   from approximately 

X 1012 at  1500 K to 4 X 1013 at 3400 K.     Bott and Cohen (1973a) shock 

heated mixtures of 2% DF,   1% SF, ,  and 97% Ar to temperatures between 

1890 and 3000 K.    From the known dissociation rate of SF^,  they could cal- 
F . culate the time-dependent values of [Fj and obtained values of k,   of approxi- 

13        3 mately (1. 5 ± 0. 5) X 10       cm   /mol-sec throughout their temperature range. 

Comparison with HF-F data indicates that the DF(1)-F relaxation rate is 

slower than the HF(1)-F rate by a factor of approximately 2 at 2500 K. 

Trajectory calculations on the DF(v) + F system were performed i 

both Thompson and Wilkins,  who presented and compared their results in i, 

series of papers [Thompson (1972,   1974); Wilkins (1973c,   1974b)].    These 

calculations  indicate that the DF(1)-F deactivation rate is comparable to the 

HF(1)-F rate at 2500 K and slower by a factor of 2 at 300 K.    Thus,   with 

respect to the isotopic rate coefficient ratio,   the agreement between theory 

and experiment could be improved somewhat. 

F Wilkins'  results indicate that the k 

by k ,12 o(v,v' 
can be fitted approximately 

6(v,v') 
4X10     v exp(-3200/RT) cm^/mol-sec.     Until more experi- 

mental data are available,  we recommend his  results,   scaled up by a factor 

of 10 to give near agreement with experimental data. 

5. HF 

The vibrational relaxation of DF(v) in the presence of HF(0) (or higher 

vibrational levels of HF) is of practical significance in combustion-driven 

devices that produce HF in the plenum.    Several measurements of k,      have 
o 
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been   made,   spanning the temperature range   of  210 to 750 K and  1700 to 

3800 K.    All results,  with the exception of those of Ahl and Cool (1973) and 

the uncorrected data of Lucht and Cool (1974a),   are shown in Fig.   3; the 

latter two papers have been superseded by the more recent publication of 

Lucht and Cool (1975).    Bott (1974),   Lucht and Cool (1975),   and Hinchen 

(1973b) all produced vibrationally excited DF by laser radiation and moni- 

tored the fluorescence decay in a stationary cell,  heated or cooled to the 

desired temperature.    Kwok and Wilkins  (1975) and Airey and Smith (1972) 

used a chemical reaction to produce DF(v) and monitored higher vibralional 

levels as well.    Airey and Smith used a microwave discharge to dissociate 

some D? in the presence of Ar,  then mixed these species with F? in a spheri- 

cal vessel.    They were able to observe DF(1) and DF(2) decay.    Kwok and 

Wilkins produced F atoms by passing a mixture of SF,  and Ar through an 

8-MHz rf discharge; these were admitted to a 10-cm-diameter flow tube 

operated at  1-Torr pressure and allowed to mix with D?.     The fluorescence 

of DF(v) was monitored for v =  1 through 4. 

The results of Bott,   Lucht and Cool,   and Hinchen are in good agree- 

ment,  as Fig.   3 shows.    All the data below 750 K can be fitted,  within 25%, 
TLTTT 1 4-        - 1        1 ft ^ 

by the expression  k,       = 5. 2 X 10     T' cm   /mol-sec.   The data of Lucht 

and Cool above 300 K lie somewhat below those of Bott and of Hinchen.    How- 

ever,  in view of the experimental uncertainties,  it does not seem fruitful at 

this time to select one set of data to the exclusion of the others; therefore, 

the recommended rate coefficient falls impartially between the different sets 

of data.     Comparison with Fig.   1 shows that HF is a slightly less efficient 

chaperone than DF itself above  1500 K; in the low-temperature portion of the 

V-shaped curve,   however,  the efficiencies are very similar. 

Although the results of both Kwok and Wilkins and of Airey and Smith 

at 300 K for DF(1) lie considerably above the others,   we can still use their 

relative results to conclude something about the behavior of DF(v) relaxation 

in the presence of HF as a function of v.    Airey and Smith found DF(2) to 
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relax about 30% faster than DF(1).    Kwok and Wilkins found the relaxation 

rate coefficients to vary as   1:2.8:5:1.6 for v=l,   2,   3,   4.    Kwok plans to 

refine these results and extend them to still higher v levels at a later date. 

The latter results indicate considerable deviation from the simple harmonic 

oscillator law of k(v) a vk(l).    This observation has been made in the case 

of HF(v) relaxation by HF but with greater precision.    Until the DF results 

are confirmed and refined,  we recommend application of the conclusions in 

the HF case to DF:   namely,   that k(v) varies as v    where 2 < n <  3.    At pres- 

ent,   a value of 2. 2 ± 0. 2 seems to be the best choice for n. 

6. D2 

Because of the near resonance between DF and D2,   it is difficult to 

separate V-V effects from V-T(R) effects.     (The same difficulty is encoun- 

tered in the case of DF-DF interactions,as discussed earlier.)   Under cer- 

tain conditions,   the separation can be made.    When DF molecules are excited 

to the first vibrational level in the presence of D?,  there is an initial fast 

decay of the DF(1) population as energy is transferred to D? vibrational 

energy (V-V process).    At longer times,   the coupled populations of DF(1) 

and D2(*) decay together by V-T(R) processes.    If the two time constants 

for the V-V and the V-T(R) processes are sufficiently different,   meaningful 

conclusions can be drawn about the rates of the individual steps.    The small 

time constant is a function only of the V-V transfer; the large time constant 

depends on both V-T(R) processes  (DF(1) deactivation by D? and D?(l) dei.c- 

tivation by DF).    Since D^ self-relaxation by V-T(R) processes is slow com- 

pared with DF self-relaxation,   it is assumed that D? relaxation in the presence 

of DF as chaperone is also slow; therefore,  the long DF time constant is 

essentially a function only of DF(1) relaxation by D?. 

Bott (1974b) has made use of these relationships to determine the value 

of k/2 over the 295 to 436 K temperature range.    He obtained a value of 
-1 -1 100 ± 40 sec       Torr       throughout that range: the scatter in the data was too 

large to permit a meaningful estimate of the temperature dependence.    In the 
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case of the HF-H?  system where high-temperature data are available,   it 

was found that data can be fitted  reasonably well if it is assumed that the 

deactivation of HF(1) by H, and by HF has the same temperature dependence. 
2.4 

If we make the analogous assumption in this case,  we arrive at a T tem- 

perature dependence for k, 2; thus,   k, 2=1.4x10  T        cm   /mol-sec. 

The v dependence of this   rate coefficient has not been measured or studied 

theoretically; we assume a linear v dependence until such data become 

available. 

B. VIBRATIONAL-VIBRATIONAL ENERGY TRANSFER 

INVOLVING DF 

In general,   the rate of energy transfer increases as the magnitude of 

vibrational energy converted to translational energy decreases; consequently, 

V-V energy transfer,   in which only a small surplus of energy is transformed 

to translational energy,   is generally much faster than V-T(R) transfer.     In 

the case of homonuclear diatomics,   the   ratio of V-T to V-V transfer rates is 

generally several orders of magnitude; HF and DF are unusual in that the 

difference between V-T and V-V rates is  only one order of magnitude.    This 

anomaly makes the experimental separation of V-V from V-T processes dif- 

ficult.    In a typical laboratory experiment designed to measure energy trans- 

fer,  only the population of the vibrationally excited reagent is monitored; the 

fate of the energy transferred is only inferred.    Therefore,  one typically 
AB 'VB measures a sum of k,       t k"      ,   where the  rate coefficients  refer,   respec- 

tively,   to the processes shown: 

DFfrj.jj) + AB(v2,J2) ^ DF(v[,jj) + ABfv^j^) V-T k AB 

DFfVj.jj) + AB(v2,J2) ^ DFfvJ.jJ) + ABIvJ.jJ) V-V k AB 

In the  V-T(R) process,   j, may change,  but v, is constant; in the V-V process, 
AB v_  changes.     The simplest assumption to make is that k is much larger 
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A P 
than   k,     '   for   such   parallel   processes,   and   this   is   the   case   for   v$   -   1. 

However,   in the case of DF and I1F,   recent evidence indicates that the V-T(RJ 

rate coefficients k,    can scale up with v much faster than the harmonic oscil- 

lator   rate jaw predicts.     Thus,   for upper vibrational levels,   the assumption 

that V-V processes  dominate over  V-T(R) is probably not valid.    Interpreta- 

tion of data is further complicated by the probable occurrence of multiquan- 

tum transfer processes,  which also seem to occur in the HF and DF systems 

with non-negligible probabilities.     These and related matters have been dis- 

cussed in more detail by Cohen and Bott (1976a,   1976b). 

i. DF 

DF V-V relaxation measurements were  reported almost simultaneously 

by Bott (1973) and by Ernst et al.   (1973).     Bott used the shock-tube,   laser- 

induced fluorescence (STLIF) technique to measure the energy transfer rate 

for the process 

DF(2) + DF(0)=? DF(1) + DF(1) (7) 

over the   295   to   720   K temperature range.     Ernst et al.   studied the process 

at room temperature only.    Bott found the rate coefficient k   . ?   n, for the 

exothermic   reaction (the   reverse of the process written above) to vary as T 

when expressed in units of cm   /mol-sec,   with k      6 X 10       T      ,   indicating 

an exchange probability of approximately 0.2 at  room temperature.     Ernst 
13 3 

et al.   obtained  i.i X 10   "   cm   /mol-sec for the endothermic  reaction,   or 

1. 7 X 10       in the exothermic direction.    This is about 15% smaller than 

Bott's   room-temperature value. 

Measurements on higher vibrational levels have not yet been made. 

However,   it might be useful to point out that in the case of HF-HF V-V 

exchange,   recent trajectory calculations by  Wilkins   indicate  that   log 

k decreases linearly with v: thus,   the rate coefficient for v,v;v-1, v+1 ' ' 
2 •  2#1 i  3, k2>2;li3is about0.5k11;02,  and k§> 5;4> fc is 0. 1 k,   UQ 2 

(Wilkins,   private communication).    The same behavior would be expected to 
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occur in the case of DF.    Thus,   in the absence of any experimental data,   we 

assume Wilkins' HF findings to be valid for DF and write k?(v> v;v+1> v_j | = 

(1.8) k?(u l;2t0) • 

2. D2 

Three experiments designed to measure quenching of DF(v) by D^ 

have been published. 

DF(1) + D2(0)^ DF(0) + D2(l) (8) 

Bott (1974) used the STLIF technique at temperatures from 295 to 732 K.    In 

this procedure,   a mixture of DF,   D2>   and diluent (Ar in this case) is shock 

heated to an appropriate temperature; measurements are made behind the re- 

flected shock and consist of monitoring the decay of fluorescence induced by a 

DF laser pulse.     Hinchen (1973a) used laser-induced fluorescence in a station- 

ary cell at 295 K.    Kwok and Wilkins (1975) used a medium-pressure (1 Torr), 

large-diameter flow tube (10 cm),   in which DF(v) was produced chemically (de- 

scribed above) at 298 K.    They were able to observe the decay of DF(v) for 

v = 1, 2, 3, 4.    The results are given in Table 4.    The results indicate that k 

Table 4.     DF(v) + D2 Relaxation Rate Coefficients 

if.il -> /        , 10       cm   /mol-sec 

v Kwok and Wilkins (1975) Bott (1974) Hinchen (1973a) 

1 2.5+1.0 (3.8)a 3.3 3.8 

2 3.5 ± 1.2 (8. 3) 

3 4.0 ±  1. 5 (14.6) 

4 4. 5 ± 1.6 (24. 9) 

Values in parentheses are for the exothermic direction (calculated 
assuming all species in J = 0 rotational levels). 
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increases  slightly faster with v than the linear harmonic oscillator rule 

would predict,   but there is considerable uncertainty in the data.    When Bott's 

results are converted to the exothermic  rate for V-V transfer from D?(i) to 
11 3 

DF,  they suggest a temperature-independent value for k   „ of 5 X 10       cm   / 

mol-sec  (Fig.   4). 

3. OTHER DIATOMICS 

With the STLIF technique,   Bott (1974) measured the deactivation of 

DF(1) in the presence of N  ,   O  ,   HC1,   HBr,   CO,   and NO over the 300 to 800 K 

temperature range.   Hinchen (1973) studied deactivation by H? and N? at 295 K 

in a stationary cell.    Earlier,   Blauer,   Solomon,   and Owens (1972a) and Bott 

and Cohen (1973b) reported high-temperature relaxation data obtained by 

shock heating DF-N? mixtures; these results give relaxation rates slightly 

slower than those obtained by Bott,  who argued that the high-temperature re- 
N? N? suits represented k,    ,  whereas the STLIF results actually measured k, c + 

k.,    .   Wendelken et al. (1974) also reported room-temperature deactivation 

ra 

4. 

rates for N?.    The results are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. 

CO, 

Because of the great interest in the DF-CO? transfer laser,   a brief 

review of the kinetics of this process is appropriate,   even though the stated 

scope of this paper includes only reactions in the D--F, system. 

The various experimental results for the  relaxation ox DF(v) in the 

presence of CO, are shown in Fig.   6.    Stephens and Cool (1972),   Lucht and 

Cool (1974b,   1975),  Bott and Cohen (1973c),   and Hinchen and Hobos  (1975) 

all used laser pumping to produce the DF(v),   then monitored the induced 

fluorescence.    Hinchen and Hobbs observed the emission from CO.,(001) as 
CO, 

well and  reported values for k_    & directly,   with no contributions from k, 
CO, 7 6 

This is valid only if k,     " is small,  which is generally believed to be the 

case  (i.e.,   V-V transfer   predominates over  V-T(R) transfer).    Airey and 

Smith (1972) produced DF(v) by chemical reaction between D and F? and 

observed the decay of DF(v) for v =  1,   2,   an''  3.     Hinchen and Hobbs were 

CO, 
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Fig.   4.    Energy Transfer Rates From DF(v = 1) to N2, 
H2,  and 02. (Data for DF-D2 are converted to 
exothermic  rate for V-V transfer from 
D2(v s  1) to DF.) 
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Fig.   6.    Experimental Rate Coefficients for Vibrational Relaxation 
of DF(v) in the Presence of CO^ for v =   1,   2,   and 3. 
(Dashed curve is best fit for data for v  =   1.) 
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able to observe v = 2 emission.    Although the agreement between these two 

experiments is not good in absolute terms,   both papers indicate that k in- 

creases with v,   with an approximately first-order dependence. 

Figure 6 indicates that the temperature dependence of k_,    2 varies 

approximately as  T"     for temperatures below 350 K and is nearly indepen- 

dent of T in the 3 50 to 7 50 K   range.     The data can be fitted,   within experi- 

mental error,   by the expression 

k^°z = 5.8 X 10V T°-76 exp(10,800/RT) 

Also of interest in DF-CO? systems is the rate of deactivation of 

CO-,(00°1) by DF.     Measurements have been made by Stephens and Cool 

(1972),   Chang,   McFarland,   and Wolga (1972),   Bott and Cohen (1973c),   and 

Lucht and Cool (1975).    These measurements are plotted in Fig.   7. 

5. OTHER POLYATOMIC SPECIES 

The vibrational relaxation of DF(1) has been studied in the presence 

of several other polyatomic chaperones— principally hydrocarbons and 

halides — at  room temperature.     In Table  3,   most of the data are collected. 

The last column shows that there is no simple rat;o relating the relaxation 

rates of HF and of DF by the same chaperone; in some cases, DF relaxation 

is faster,   but not always.    Correlations have been made in the case of HF 

vibrational relaxation between the  relaxation rate coefficient and some func- 

tion of the energy mismatch between the HF fundamental and some vibra- 

tional mode (usually a strong,  fundamental infrared active one) of the chap- 

erone [Bott,   private communication; Kwok and Cohen (1974)].    The correla- 

tions  are  reasonably good (with a factor of 3 deviation from linear plots), 

indicating that the principal mode of deactivation is in all probability a V-V 

transfer,   rather than just  V-T,R transfer.     A very simple correlation for 

DF relaxation,   in which relaxation rate coefficient is plotted versus AE 

based on the closest-to-resonant mode of the chaperone,   is shown in Fig.   8. 

There is considerable scatter,   but the graph does  show that there is a strong 

dependence of k on AE. 
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In the case of CH.   as   chaperone,   Bott   measured  the   temperature 

dependence of the relaxation rate coefficient and found it to decrease slightly 
-0.5 with increasing temperature (approximately as T ) when expressed in 

3 
units of cm   /mol-sec (Fig.   9). 

C. VTBRATIONAL ENERGY TRANSFER INVOLVING D 2- 

Because of the near-resonant energy levels of DF and D?,   V-V trans- 

fer between the two molecules is an important energy channel in a DF laser 

system with molecular deuterium present.    Therefore,   the fate of the vibra- 

tionally excited D., is of interest:   if transfer back io DF is the only rapid 

process,   then the D? can act as an energy reservoir and retard the DF vibra- 

tional relaxation.     On the other hand,   if the D? itself relaxes very rapidly, 

then it can provide an additional effective mechanism for DF relaxation. 

The vibrational self-relaxation of D? was studied over the 50 to 400 K 

temperature range by  Lukasik and Ducuing (1974a,   1974b),   who used the 

Raman excitation technique.     Kiefer and Lutz  (1966a,   1966b),   using a 

Schlieren technique,   studied  D~   relaxation in IL-Ar mixtures in a shock 

tube.     They reported 

and 

Pi D,-D (2. 7 - 0.3) X 10""10 exp[(110. 5 i   1. 5)/T1/3] atm-sec, 

1100< T <  3000 K 

P D2-Ar (1.0  £ 0.7) X 10"9 exp[(118 t   10)/T1/3] atm-sec, 

1600 < T < 3000 K 

The   D? -D-,   results   of Kiefer and Lutz agree reasonably well with the lower 

temperature work of Lukasik and Ducuing when the two sets  of data are 

extrapolated into a common intermediate temperature range.    Hopkins and 

Chen (1972) observed the layer-induced Quorescence in relaxing mixtures 
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of DF(1) in the Presence of CU. (Bott,   1976) 
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of D? and HC1 at 295 K and deduced rate coefficients for the several relaxation 

processes   taking   place.     For   deuterium   self-relaxation,   they   obtained   a 
3 7 3 value for pT of 1. 58 ± 0. 13 X 10    usec-atm,   or  1. 5 X 10    cm/mol-sec.    This 

is faster by a factor of about 3 than the value at that temperature obtained by 

Lukasik and Ducuing (Fig.   10).    In view of the greater complexity in the 

D?-HC1 system,  we take the results to Lukasik and Ducuing to be the more 

reliable at this time. 

The data of Lukasik and Ducuing can be fitted throughout most of their 
f\      ?   3 3 3 

temperature range by the expression k = 1. 5 X 10"    T   '       exp(526/RT) cm   / 

mol-sec,  although no theoretical  significance   is   to  be  attached  to these 

Arrhenius parameters.    This   expression  deviates from the experimental 

curve by over 50% at temperatures above approximately 375 K.    Therefore, 

for higher temperatures,   a different expression should be used,   one based 

on an extrapolation from 200 K up. 
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V.    CONCLUSIONS 

In spite of the work accomplished on the kinetics of the HF and DF 

systems in recent years, there are still several areas that need further 

attention. 

Among the dissociation-recombination reactions,   the rates of great- 

est uncertainty involve those with atomic chaperone species:   D~ + D (k. ), 

F + H (k?),   F2 + F (k^)„   DF + D (k^),  and DF + F (kf).   None of these has 

been measured with any degree of precision,  and all are expected to be con- 

siderably faster than recombination-dissociation with the parent molecule 

as chaperone.    The estimated room-temperature  rate coefficients assigned 

in Section II of this  review are uncertain by a probable factor of at least 2 

or 3. 

For both of the overall pumping reactions,   F + D2  (k.) and D + F (k,.), 

there are no direct experimental data.    In the former case,  measurements 

have been made relative to the isotopic reaction,   F + H?; uncertainties in 

the value of the rate coefficient for that process,   therefore,   directly affect 

the derived value of k .,   and the room-temperature value of k . should be 

regarded as uncertain by a factor of 2 to 3.    Because of uncertainties in the 

activation energies for both k. and the isotopic analog,  the rate coefficient 

uncertainty at lower temperatures is even larger.    In the case of the D + F? 

reaction,  there are no experimental data on the pumping distribution,   and 

distributions have been estimated on the basis of the analogous H + F? reac- 

tion.    It seems unlikely that the H + F?  room-temperature distribution frac- 

tions   will  change   by   more   than   20%  to   25%  from  the   current  best  values. 

It also seems unlikely that the D + F? distribution will differ significantly 

from that for H + F? once the appropriate corrections have been made (prin- 

cipally because of the different vibrational energy spacing in DF and HF). 

However,   there are no data on pumping distributions at temperatures other 

than 300 K for   either D + F    or H + F?. 
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The principal vibrational relaxation processes of concern are those 

with DF itself and with D atoms as chaperones.    In the case of DF(1) + DF, 

the  relaxation rate coefficient is well-known at all temperatures of interest. 

The principal problem is the variation of k    with v.    At this time,   the uncer- 

tainties in upper vibrational relaxation rate coefficients can be as large as a 

factor of 2 to 3.     The temperature dependence of the upper vibrational relaxa- 

tion rate coefficients is completely unmeasured,   but there is little reason to 

expect significant differences in the temperature  dependence for the differ- 

ent v levels.    Similar uncertainties in the variation in k with v and with T 

exist in the case of D as chaperone.    In this instance,  though,  the tempera- 

ture   dependence   of the   different   levels can be significantly different,   par- 

ticularly if the mechanism responsible for relaxation of high levels is differ- 

ent from that for the low levels  (v < 4),   as seems to be the case. 

The variation in the V-V rate coefficients with v and v    in the general 

case of DF(v) + DF(v') has not been characterized,   either experimentally or 

theoretically.   Although these processes are expected to have little effect on 

the total energy output of a chemical laser,  they can alter the frequency dis- 

tribution of the output.     Formidable   experimental  difficulties   will   probably 

prevent meaningful experimental data from becoming accessible for several 

years; therefore,   it is almost certain that we will have to rely on theoretical 

calculations of these rate coefficients,  k   (v,v'; v + Av,  v' - Av').    Trajectory 

calculations from this Laboratory should be available in the near future; in 

addition,   other theoretical approaches may provide further insights. 

In this report, nothing has been mentioned about the possibility of chain 

branching in the D,-F, reaction system.    This topic was discussed in 

some detail in a previous  review in the case of the H?-F? system [Cohen 

and Bott (1976b)],  and there is nothing further to add at this time. 
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Table A-l.    Recommended Rate Coefficients for D2-F2 System 

Reaction 
Number* Reaction 

l.i 21) Ar ^ D,  • Ar 

p. 20 0 sM>,   •   i) 

I. 2D D2 * 1.,   •   D^ 

2 F, M .=• 2F  '  M 

Rate Coaflicient 

(cm   , niol,  M'I , riil units) 
Notes 

UKIvl  >M?1)'   F  •  M 

4a F *  U,I0)^ DFIvl - D 

4b F -   i),(v'l si DF(vl •   D 

D -   F, * UFlvl T  F 

<M DFivl • DFs*DF(v -  II • I)F 

ob UF|vl   •  M * DF(v  •   1 I   -  M 

6c l)F(vl • Hc^DFIv -  II I lie 

M DFl.l •  DS>DF|vl •  I) 

w DFivl  •   F ^ DF(v')  (  F 

oi UFlvl  •  IIFs=-DF(v  -   II •  1IF 

fag UFlvl -  D, •» DF(v   -   I I  •   D, 

DFIvl  -  DF|v'IS> DF(v  •   II 

-   DF(v  -   II 

8 DFIvl  I   D,<v')*> DF(v  ^  I) 

+ D2(v" -   1) 

u D,(v) I   M*U,|v  -   II  •   M 

kf     .o'V 

kf       IXIO'V0-5 

k^      S X  I01 3 A      exp<- >5, 100/RTI 

kM 1. I/In «   I) y   in14!"'  A. s, v A 
••xp[l-l 17, HO  .   E     - E   1/RT 

V o 

k^ v    »(v)x io'V|vl 

exp(-19faO/RTl 

k    . 10       expl-'-OO/RT) 
-4, v 

k5 v * 6.2 X IO1' g(vj 

exp(-2?00/RTI 

K glvI  (H X   10       I 
4*17 

•   1. I  X   lO^T"       ) 

Ar  5  AD2  '  AI)F =  l;Ar     =2. 7; 

'-: AF .  10 

all others;v  = 1. . . n 

v ;   I...I; till  - 0. 1,  g(2> s 0. 35, 

l!(3l       I. 17,   g<4> • 0.69: nil) 

n(2) = 0: n(3) = n(4) = -0. I 

4, 5. ..9 

v  - 5.. . 9: g<51 • 0.2, g(6) = 0. 16. 

(ft)      0.22,   g<8)  • 0.40,   g(9)  » 

0.02. These are approximations 
to theoretical values given in the 
text (Section III-B). 

till      I.   g(2)      fa.  g(.'l      12,  g(4> 

=r20.  g(5)  -- 35,  g(6)  - 60 

k6• v      ulv' X 7 X l<>     T*' fa. 
He 

g(v> X 4 X lO^T4' 
O, V 

k?      ,»g(v.v')5> IO11 cxp(-2000/UI)' 

\F.      ,    4 xlO12—   t-xp(-3200/R 11 

k"F      .NUS.zTw'V1-2 
fa, v 

Blvl   - V,   M   = Ar,   F, 

g(v) = V 

v:l...h;v'=0...|v. I):g(1.0)= 1 
all other s -- 20 

v =  I. . . t>: v' = 0.. .(v -  1) 

S(v)~ v2-- 

•  1. 13 x 10"T') 

I. 4 X  10    vT 

7(v,v', v+I,v-l) <>.»)'-% 

8(v, VI 5 X io" g(v) g(v) =i v 

k*1       I.SX |0-*T5, " 

cxp(S2o.'RT) vA., 

Real tion number as it appears La the text. 
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THE IVAN A.   JETTING LABORATORIES 

The Laboratory Operations of The Aerospace Corporation is conducting 

experimental and theoretical investigations necessary for the evaluation and 

application of scientific advancer to new military concepts and systems.     Ver- 

satility and flexibility have been developed to a high degree by the laboratory 

personnel in dealing with the many problems encountered in the nation's rapidly 

developing space and missile system-'.    Expertise in the latest scientific devel- 

opments is vital to the accomplishment of tasks  related to these problems.     The 

laboratories that contribute to this research are: 

Aerophysics  Laboratory:    Launch and reentry aerodynamics,  heat trans- 
fer,   reentry physics,   chemical kinetics,   structural mechanics,   flight dynamics, 
atmospheric pollution,   and high-power gas lasers. 

Chemistry and Physics Laboratory:    Atmospheric reactions and atmos- 
pheric optics,   chemical  reactions in polluted atmospheres,   chemical reactions 
of excited species in rocket plumes,   chemical thermodynamics,  plasma and 
laser-induced reactions,   laser chemistry,   propulsion chemistry,   space vacuum 
and radiation effects on materials,   lubrication^ and surface phenomena,  photo- 
sensitive materials and sensors,   high precision laser ranging,   and the appli- 
cation of physics and chemistry to problems of law enforcement and biomedicine. 

Electronics Research Laboratory:   Electromagnetic theory,   devices,   and 
propagation phenomena,   including plasma electromagnetics; quantum electronics, 
lasers,   and electro-optics; communication sciences,   applied electronics,   semi- 
conducting,   superconducting,   and crystal device physics,   optical and acoustical 
imaging; atmospheric pollution; millimeter wave and far-infrared technology. 

Materials Sciences Laboratory:   Development of new materials; metal 
matrix composites and new forms of carbon; test and evaluation of graphite 
and ceramics in reentry; spacecraft materials and electronic components in 
nuclear weapons environment; application of fracture mechanics to stress cor- 
rosion and fatigue-induced fractures in structural metals. 

Space Sciences Laboratory:   Atmospheric and ionospheric physics,   radia- 
tion from the atmosphere,   density and composition of the atmosphere,   aurorae 
and airglow; magnetospheric physics,   cosmic rays,   generation and propagation 
of plasma waves in the magnetosphere; solar physics,   studies of solar magnetic 
fields; space astronomy,   x-ray astronomy; the effects of nuclear explosions, 
magnetic storms,   and solar activity on the earth's atmosphere,   ionosphere,   and 
magnetosphere; the effects of optical,   electromagnetic,   and particulate radia- 
tions in space on space systems. 
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